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Description	
 

*** 

She is a man eater and she always gets her man. This time she was hungry for a real challenge, and she 

found one – but did she finally bite off more than she could chew? And if so, what will her consequences 

be? Find out what becomes of the huntress when the tables are turned and she becomes the hunted. 

*** 

 

 

WARNING: THIS WORK IS INTENDED FOR READERS EIGHTEEN AND ABOVE, AND CONTAINS ADULT 

THEMES WHICH SOME READERS MAY FIND OBJECTIONABLE AND/OR OFFENSIVE, INCLUDING: FORCED 

SEDUCTION, STALKING & DUBIOUS CONSENT 

*** PLEASE DO NOT READ IF YOU FIND THE ABOVE SUBJECT MATTER TO BE OFFENSIVE ***



Bait	

I courted your disaster. 

They said you were a dangerous man. They said you always took what you wanted without 

asking anyone's permission or caring what others thought. They said you were a hard man: hard 

mind, hard heart, hard body, hard cock. 

I was sure they didn't even know the half of it. I was just as sure that I wanted to be that 

thing that you wanted...so I set out to make myself so. 

They said you liked innocent girls...to take their innocence, corrupt it, use it, taint it, then 

spit it out damaged and craving. Well my body was mostly innocent at least, so I didn't have to 

try too hard there... my mind would have to remain hidden. 

They said you liked shy and sheltered girls - that you got off on the challenge. I could 

pretend to be that, but really I’m just a lone wolf in sheep's clothing; I prefer my own company - 

not because I’m shy, but because I find the company of most others to be a nuisance, distracting 

me from my own doings. 

They said you were trouble... 

I’ll show you trouble. 

But first I’ll show you exactly what you want to see, where you want to see it, and when. 

Your reverse stalker...you won't even know what hit you. I’ll have you pursuing me in no 

time, and the best part will be that you will think that it was your idea, that you are the hunter 

and not the hunted. 

But you will be wrong. 

   



*** 

On Friday I walked home from the library, timing it so that I’d be sure to be seen by you as 

you enjoyed a beer outside Flannery’s, after your shift was through. Dusk was settling in and I 

was alone, so I made sure to look a bit timid; I clutched an over-sized art book to my midsection 

with both hands wrapped to rest on my sides, I held my head down, but kept stealing furtive 

glances around as I briskly made my way down the street. My clothes were priceless...so 

wholesome and feminine they were almost indecently alluring. 

I could feel your eyes glued to me as I made my way past, and I could tell that you wanted 

me to know you were watching...to make me nervous.. so I stumbled a little on the sidewalk, 

then quickened my pace...I’m sure I looked nervous, but on the inside I was exhilarated...soon 

you would be chasing me and I would pretend to run from you. 

You must have asked someone about me, because on Saturday you showed up where I work 

and made a point of seeking me out. I had to hide my triumphant smile, turning it into a doe eyed 

nervous look, complete with trembling hands, as you approached and asked for my assistance 

with the kitchen knives...I work in a specialty store for chefs and cooking enthusiasts. 

You walked boldly up to me, invading my personal space, using your ridiculous good looks 

and your lean, powerful body to physically intimidate me...and damn it if it didn't sort of work. 

You caught and held my eye for an uncomfortable amount of time before speaking, as you 

backed me into the wall mounted display case and trapped me there...not touching, just...in my 

space. 

I can't lie, there was a part of me that felt that flight reflex - the defense mechanism of the 

prey - kick in, even though I had planned for this, even though it's exactly what I hoped for. 

“Excuse me, miss,” you said. 

“Wha-what c-can I help you with, sir?” I asked. The stammer, much to my horror, was only 

partly faked. You definitely make me nervous... I guess that is part of the allure. 



“I’d like to take a look at this one, here,” you said to me while leaning in a bit more and 

placing your pointing finger right beside my face, on the locked plexi case, still holding my gaze, 

not even looking at the display. 

A shivery tremble coursed through my body, not faked at all, and I glanced down for a 

second, breaking our locked gazes, trying - in vain - to regain that composure I pride myself so 

well on my ability to maintain. Shoving my shaking hand into my pocket, I reached for the key 

to the display as I turned to face it. Mistake. Never give your back to the enemy. 

I felt him step in right behind me, so close that the heat from his body, radiated into mine, 

and his intoxicating scent permeated the air we were sharing. His hand was still on the display. I 

felt caged, and slightly panicked...which pissed me off. I am the hunter, I am the hunter... I 

repeated this in my head, taking a deep calming breath (which only served to fill me with more 

of his wonderfully manly scent), and trying to regain control. 

“I’d really love to see how it feels in my hand,” he said, his mouth practically touching my 

ear, his breath tickling my neck, driving an instant shot of pure lust directly into my core. An 

utterly shameful soft moan escaped my lips, unbidden, as my body resumed trembling. 

“I’d like to use it and see if it will respond to my touch the way I desire...” 

As nervous as he was making me I realized a comment like that needed a good come back. 

"Oh no...You don't use a knife like this," I said, opening the display and reaching for the 

finely contoured handle of a beautiful Japanese steel chef's knife. "You wrap your hand around it 

and it becomes an extension of you; if you try to use it, you'll never realize its full potential," I 

finished as I turned, meeting his beautiful, intent gaze again and handing him the knife, hilt first. 

His hand came down over the top of mine, slowly traveling the strip of soft, sensitive flesh 

on my wrist, above my tendons and veins, and making its way down to rest over the handle of 

the knife. I couldn't help the shiver his contact caused, or the goose bumps that betrayed my 

discomfiture. I know he noticed every single detail of my body's betrayal, right down to the 

hardness of my nipples, as he continued to stare me down. 



The butterflies in my stomach picked up speed, my body temperature rose, and I could feel 

dampness spreading to my hands...as well as other places in my body. 

Control, control, control, I told myself, using the internal mantra to focus me, to calm my 

racing heart, to slow my breathing, to shake this ridiculous tension. 

I am the hunter. I am the hunter and you are my prey. 

Finally, he plucked the knife out of my hands, hefting it, testing it, feeling the edge, 

assessing the balance...a mesmerizing display... I couldn't help but imagine those long, artistic 

fingers traveling over my body and finding ways to get inside of it and draw out my pleasure. 

I coughed, shaking my head slightly to clear my fuzzy, lust addled brain. 

Time to abort mission, I thought. This round definitely goes to the prey. I need to regroup. 

"I hate to do this, but we are getting ready to close very soon." I was sure he had timed it 

that way on purpose... "What are your thoughts on the knife? Shall I ring it up for you?" I asked, 

wanting to end this first contact while I still maintained at least the barest semblance of my 

composure. 

He reached for the backside of my forearm with his empty hand, positioning my arm to 

receive the blade back from his other, like a two handed grasp between longtime friends who 

have love and history between them. Way too intimate, way too much for my overloaded 

senses...my legs began to tremble a bit and I wished for my spine to reassert itself, with all haste. 

I could not speak to save my life. That was how incredibly affected I was by his mental gaming 

and our intense physical chemistry. 

I prayed to a god I don't believe in to put me out of my misery...to get him gone. 

"I don't think I’ve spent quite enough time with it to make the judgment on whether or not it 

can be used. I’ll have to come back and handle it some more to be sure," he said, letting my arm 

go with a slow caress. 



He smirked at me like a predator, who was very certain of his next meal, before turning to 

go. 

I watched his entire journey through the store and out the front door, wanting nothing more 

than the feel of his skin, and the pressure of his gaze back on me. I felt him leave. I felt it. In my 

bones. 

After he exited the Shoppe, I glanced down at my trembling hands...pathetic, I thought, 

lowering them to my sides, closing my eyes and taking a few moments to breathe in and out 

deeply, calming my frayed nerves. I could still feel the electricity of our meeting coursing 

through my veins...feel it pulsing between my legs and in my hardened nipples. 

I need to be an unaffected iceberg. I need complete detachment the next time we meet. I 

cannot let him affect me like this, or the game is lost. 

I resumed my close-up duties, going through the repetitive activities on autopilot as I went 

over and over every wrong turn I made, every small victory I awarded to the enemy, every 

maneuver at which I was completely outmaneuvered. 

I could feel my cheeks growing warm, my anger rising, so that by the end of my shift I was 

ready to sachet out that door like a drunk rocker chick on a ball busting jag...take no fucking 

prisoners!...And then I remembered I would be walking by the bar again, where he was bound to 

be out having a drink. 

FUCK! I would have to resume my timid mouse act, though it felt at least a light year away 

from where my head and heart were at, at this moment. 

I was often alone in the Shoppe at closing time, entrusted with the last few hours of duties: 

closing out the register, performing the small bit of cleaning required, shutting off lights, setting 

the alarm and locking the door. I did all of this still very much in my blackened mood. No sense 

donning the act until the absolute last second... I thought as I slammed the front door of the store 

and locked it with a forceful flair, swearing and grumbling the whole while...I was so mad at 



myself for today's utter failure...so mad that I failed to notice the man standing in the shadows 

watching me from not so very far away. 

The Shoppe had a vestibule entrance way - an old time, tiled, v-shaped channel leading to 

the door from the sidewalk, glassed, so the window display could be viewed from the sides as 

well while entering into the Shoppe. 

As I began to turn around, I felt myself shoved roughly into the glass, my back pressed into 

it firmly, my biceps gripped with force. I was completely stunned and frozen in shock and fear, 

my heart rate skyrocketed as the shadowed form of the man leaned in to whisper into my ear, "I 

don't think you're exactly everything you've appeared to me to be." 

That's when his familiar scent penetrated my senses... instead of lessening, my fear 

intensified, my entire body tensed up in panic as if to spring - but I was thoroughly trapped - his 

entire length moving in to press against mine, pinning me in place more effectually that just his 

hands on my biceps had. 

I let out a frightened moan, just before his mouth descended over mine, stifling my noise in 

the most gentle, sensual and erotic kiss I’d ever received in my life... it knocked the wind right 

out of me, instantly fogging my brain with lust - all of that adrenaline fueled panic and terror of 

moments before converted instantly to a pulsing, molten hot desire to be taken over completely 

by the sensations coursing through my system. 

His body was the only thing holding me up, my legs unable to take my own weight. I dimly 

noted, as I felt the flesh of my breasts being skillfully kneaded, my nipples being teased, that he 

had removed his strong grip from my arms, and I felt the long hard length of him being ground 

into my abdomen, his thigh wedged between my legs, rubbing against my throbbing clit, his 

mouth nibbling my lips...I was utterly lost..... 

Jesus I can't remember the last time anything felt this good, I thought, as one of his hands 

crept around back to palm and knead the flesh of my ass, while he continued to caress the insides 

of my mouth with the most sinfully delicious and erotic movements of his tongue. 



I was nearly about to cum on his hard thigh pressing into my clit, and I was moaning my 

pleasure into his hot kiss...it didn't help that my hips and his hand seemed eager to help me grind 

and ride him to orgasm.. 

And then I felt him bunching the material of my skirt up with the hand that had been 

kneading my ass, the one that had been at my breast was now wedged between us and I heard the 

unmistakable sound of a zipper being lowered - but it sounded to me like the needle being 

dragged, to deeply gouge and scratch, across a playing record. 

No fucking way! There was no fucking way I was going to have sex with this, my prey – 

enemy - in the darkened entrance of the Shoppe I work at... right on the fucking street like some 

cheap piece of ass! That fucker hadn't even told me his name - the fact that I knew it was not 

withstanding. We were SO. NOT. FUCKING! 

And just as that thought solidified, I felt his finger slide into my wet pussy. I broke the kiss 

by turning my mouth away forcefully, then I brought my hands up to his chest, pushing him 

away hard, his fingers sliding out of me, his grip on my clothing gone as he stumbled back in a 

daze of lust and confusion. I looked into his face very briefly, he was blinking rapidly, breathing 

hard, and his confusion was quickly giving way to determination, and anger... he was getting 

ready to pounce, I had no doubt. 

And that is when I did something that fills me with unimaginable, incomprehensible 

amounts of shame and embarrassment and anger... I turned tail and ran... like a fucking 

frightened rabbit, a scared little bunny. A coward... 

The entire time I ran back to my home, choking down sobs, I said to myself: 

I am the prey, I am the prey, I am the prey, I am the prey, I am the prey… 

Finally making it home, my hair in wild disarray, my clothes a crumpled mess, my face a 

red, tear stained, puffy disaster, I flung the door of my dark and deserted house open. I made my 

way to the couch, not even bothering with the lights, and flung myself onto it, face down and just 

gave into the temptation to sob myself into comatose exhaustion. 



I was the prey, I was the prey, I was the prey... 

This was the endless thought loop playing in my brain as I gave in to my darkness: self-

loathing, self-pity, self-recrimination, disappointment, fear and self-doubt waging war within me 

as I analyzed the night's disaster, and how I lost complete control of the game....my foundation of 

strength, control and calm, cold calculation beginning to crumble away as if it had never existed, 

shaking me to my very core. 

At some point my exhaustion overtook me, giving way to fretful dreams of being chased, 

hunted down...captured....my body twitched in sleep, fear and anxiety coursing through my 

system, while my utterly spent and emotionally drained body refused to awaken. 

I never even heard the door open, or the footsteps as the made made his way to my prone 

form, and barely felt as he placed his hands on my hips and slid them all the way up my sides, to 

my armpits, then along my arms, grabbing them at the wrists and pinning them down above my 

head on the couch. 

This is how I awoke, face down on the couch, my hands pinned, and a man straddling my 

hips. 

I awoke in a state of sheer panic, completely disoriented to not be in my bed, to still be 

wearing all of my clothes, to have the weight of a strong male body pressing me down into the 

couch, and to be without the use of my hands – which were pinned by one of the intruder’s own. 

Just as I took in a huge lungful of air, to let out an adrenaline fueled shriek, I felt his other cover 

my mouth securely, preventing me from uttering a sound. 

Every one of my muscles tensed under him and prepared to fight, to buck him off, but he 

was sitting with his full weight across my hips, pinning them in place, and I was unable even to 

budge him an inch. My entire body was shaking with terror, and with the adrenaline coursing 

through my veins, making my stomach buzz and my mind frantically spin. 

I felt him lean down over my body and place his mouth next to my ear, that’s when his scent 

washed over me….of course it was him…I thought, as the recognition hit my senses all at once. 



Something I can’t explain happened then, my chest began to ease, my breathing to calm 

down, my nipples to harden, my pussy to throb…even as the very first hum of sound began to 

rise from his throat and escape from his lips, which were pressed so closely against my ear. 

“Don’t fight it,” he whispered in a soothing, seductive, commanding voice, “this is going to 

happen,” he continued, so confidently and with such certainty in his tone that I found it 

mesmerizing and brainwashing… it just floated into my mind as fact, bypassing every single red 

flag, brushing over every single argument and inserting itself into my psyche. 

This is going to happen, this is going to happen, this is going to happen, do not fight… 

“Do you feel this?” he continued, “do you know how rare this is?” he asked. “I felt it the 

first time I laid eyes on you… and then, when I touched you, I was certain. I knew we would find 

ourselves right here. Just. Like. This.” 

He punctuated those last three words with a sinuous movement of his hips, which ground his 

hard, jeans-clad cock into the furrow between my firmly rounded ass cheeks, and pressed my clit 

down into the couch cushions. Lightning shot through my core just as he bit down on my ear 

lobe, giving it a tug and flicking it with the wet tip of his tongue. 

I couldn’t help myself. I uttered a groan of pleasure into his hand. 

This is so wrong I thought. 

 “Do you feel how right this is?,” he murmured hotly into my ear, on a groan, as he ground 

his hips into me once more, feeding the length of his long, thick erection into the crack of my 

ass, and sliding the hand that had been covering my mouth down to gently cup and softly 

squeeze my throat. 

Some part of my rational brain must have been functioning as I recalled that he had 

assaulted me on the street mere hours ago, then broken into my house, and was now holding me 

down about to do unspeakable things to my body, because I moaned out a weak, “wrong…” 



He chuckled into my ear, a husky…almost affectionate sound. “you don’t believe that,” he 

said, and I could hear the smile in his voice as he removed the hand from my neck and slid it 

gently over my shoulder, tracing the line of my shoulder blade to my armpit, then sliding it 

underneath my body to cup my full, round breast and squeeze my hardened nipple. “…not 

really,” he continued, placing his mouth on that sensitive bit of flesh where shoulder and neck 

converge. 

My body immediately broke out into tingly gooseflesh, my cunt throbbed in time with my 

quick heartbeat, and I trembled with jittery need. 

I don’t believe it…not really 

“I’m going to stand up,” he informed me matter of factly, “and I want you to turn over,” he 

continued, seductive and demanding, “because I want to see every single emotion that crosses 

your beautiful face when I finally get to put this hard meat-“ he punctuated this with a firm 

thrust, “-inside that tight little pussy I can’t stop thinking about,” he fairly growled into my ear, 

“I want to see the face you make when I make you cum on my dick for the first time.” I could 

hear the raw, unrestrained lust in his low, guttural tone. 

“And I want to kiss your lips...” he admitted, in a much softer tone, delivering a long, wet 

lick along the soft column of my throat. 

This is the tone that spelled my complete undoing… this softness, this vulnerability…so at 

odds with the way he forced himself into my home and onto my body. I shivered uncontrollably 

as he began to gently nibble and kiss my neck, my throat, my chin, my ear. I let out a whoosh of 

air on a long low moan. 

“Everything about you is perfect,” he whispered into my ear. “You were made just for me,” 

he told me with so much conviction that I believed… “…every single one of your body’s 

responses confirms it even more,” he told me, tugging on my earlobe once again with gentle 

teeth. “I am going to make you mine. Now.” 



And with that, he released me, sliding his body in a liquid, graceful movement off of mine, 

to stand by the couch. I felt… bereft... without his heat, his weight on my back. I could feel him 

standing above and behind me... could feel his eyes, in all of their burning intensity, staring into 

my back. 

“Turn,” he whispered… both a command and a plea. 

I could not deny either… could not refuse the undeniable, inevitability of this. 

Slowly, I turned over on the couch, resting on my propped arms, pulling my knees up 

towards my chest a bit defensively, and forcing myself to meet his gaze. 

It lacked the triumph I was sure I would find there, and instead held the rawest, most 

ferociously unshuttered look I’ve ever beheld on another human’s face. His need at the forefront 

of a million other swirling emotions that all said the same thing: I was his. 

“I’m taking what’s mine,” he whispered out in one guttural breath, as he whipped his shirt 

off over his head and stalked towards me. his hand slipped to the base of my skull, cupping my 

head and bringing it up to his face even as he bent down to take my lips in a searing and 

possessive kiss. 

He straddled my body then, pushing me back into the couch, bearing down over me, 

pressing my head into the pillows with his punishing, needy, greedy, soul stealing kiss. 

“This is the end of our search,” he said cryptically, as his mouth broke away from mine so 

he could pry off my shirt. his eyes opened wide in lust as he got his first good glimpse of my full, 

round breasts, they were covered in a flimsy, gauzy, and beautiful wisp of an excuse for a bra, 

the demi cups barely covering my nipples… which didn’t really matter, as the lace of the fabric 

was completely sheer. I feel his cock swell into me, as he blinked his eyes a few times, and his 

hands reached out to grasp them reverently. 

I moaned aloud as soon as his thumbs brushed my nipples, my head tilting back, eyes going 

closed. 



“No,” his voice came out pained. “Look at me when I touch you. Never hide anything from 

me. Ever.” 

I felt so raw as I gave my gaze back to him, so vulnerable. 

He thanked me with his lips, in a gentle, reassuring kiss, while his hands roamed my flesh, 

caressing me. 

“Tell me you want me,” he said, and then kissed me deeply, preventing me from speaking. 

“Tell me you need me,” he continued, lifting his lips off of mine for only long enough to speak. 

“Tell me to take you. Tell me you want to be mine. Forever.” 

He lifted his lips from mine then and gazed intensely into my eyes, waiting for me to say the 

words. 

“Tell me,” he pleaded, “to fuck you. Right here. Right now,” he demanded, “or I will stand 

up, walk out that door and never look to you for anything ever again.” 

Those few words brought an instant and intense pain to my chest, I didn’t understand why or 

how, but I needed this man like nothing I’d ever needed before. The thought of him leaving was 

unbearable, it overpowered my fear, it brushed my logic aside like a flimsy cobweb, it sent 

rational thoughts scattering with the force of hurricane. 

My dry voice cracked on my first words, “’I want you,” I uttered, amazed to hear how 

truthful those three hoarse, raw, crackling words sounded to my ears. “I need you,” I continued, 

his eyes and ears drinking me in. “Take me. I am yours.” I said, and I meant it. “Forever,” I 

finished, as his lips crashed down on mine again, stealing my breath away. Too soon, he lifted 

them off of me. 

As my gaze found his again, I could read the prompt in his eyes. I knew what more he 

wanted to hear. 

“Fuck me. Here. Now.” I pleaded with him. 



He let out an animalistic grunt, grabbing my wrists together in one hand and thrusting above 

my head as his body forced mine all the way down into the cushions of the couch. His other hand 

forcefully thrust my skirt up, exposing my creamy thighs and my underwear, which he yanked 

off in one swift movement, ripping and wrenching them from my body. 

I felt him frantically working on his pants, heard his zipper, then felt his hot length touch the 

bare lips of my wet sex, just before he thrust deep inside, burying himself to the hilt in one 

powerful movement, burying his face in the hollow of my neck as he screamed once and 

clutched my body in an excruciatingly tight grip. I never felt more complete, or more completely 

filled in my life. His teeth bore into my neck, almost hard enough to cause pain, but instead 

spiking my adrenaline and sending another wave of wetness gushing between my legs, and he 

began to move then. 

My legs wrapped around him, heels digging into his firm backside, as the hand that wasn’t 

occupied with my wrists clutched my thigh hard enough to bruise, and he pumped so deeply 

inside of me that he reached unclaimed territory. 

Both of his hands ceased what they’d been doing so they could thread themselves through 

my hair, gripping it, holding my head in place for the most demanding, bruising and beautiful 

kiss that had ever been bestowed. 

“Cum for me,” he demanded into my mouth, as his hips did some sort of twist that had me 

near to screaming. “Now!” he demanded into my mouth, thrusting more deeply than he had 

before, then pressing down hard and pushing the head of his cock into my cervix with a 

relentless, delicious pressure. 

I felt the ripples of the most intense orgasm I’d ever known begin right then and there. My 

pussy clamped down on his dick, as he held my head in place, forcing me to meet his eyes as the 

orgasm ripped its way through my entire body, which shuddered and quaked and jerked 

underneath him, and just as the scream began to tear itself from my throat, his lips covered mine 

again, capturing it, swallowing the sounds of my orgasm. 



My cunt rippled and spasmed all over his cock, and I felt his own scream force its way into 

my mouth as he began to pump frantically within me, his strong arms gripping my body tightly 

in his embrace. 

He pounded into me, lifting his lips off mine to tell me, “I’m going to cum inside of you. 

You are mine, and I will never let you go.” His speed increased, his strokes became even harder 

as his body crashed into mine ruthlessly. My body was still gripped in aftershocks, but I could 

feel his intensity causing my body to climb pack up to the precipice again. 

“There will never be any barriers between us,” he told me fiercely. “I will always take you 

just like this – raw – pumping my seed deep down inside of you, taking your body, claiming it, 

marking it from the inside out…” 

“You are mine!” he growled, and thrust one last time, harder than ever, then began pouring 

his seed into me in great, shuddering spasms that wracked his entire body. 

He looked at me, gazing deeply into my soul the entire time he was cumming into me. 

“And I am yours,” he offered up to me with gilded tongue, before stealing the gentlest most 

tender kiss ever from my lips, a kiss that sent me sliding down into the depths of another, even 

more powerful orgasm. 
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